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if they chance to enter, feel at sea, helpless and defenceless. The
human being is at home and safe in the material body; the body
is his protection. There are some who are full of contempt for
their bodies and think that things will be much better and easier
after death without them. But in fact the body is your fortress
and your shelter. While you are lodged in it the forces of the
hostile world find a difficulty in getting any direct hold upon
you. What are nightmares? These are your sorties into the vital
world. And what is the first thing you try to do when you are
in the grip of a nightmare? You rush back into your body and
shake yourself into your normal physical consciousness. But in
the world of the vital forces you are a stranger; it is an uncharted
sea in which you have neither compass nor rudder. You do not
know how to go, you do not know where to go and at each step
you do just the opposite of what should be done. Directly you
enter any realm of this world, its beings gather round you and
want to encompass and get out of you all you have, to draw
what they can and make it a food and a prey. If you have no
strong light and force radiating from within you, you move there
without your body as if you had no coat to protect you against a
chill and bleak atmosphere, no house to shield you, even no skin
covering you, your nerves exposed and bare. There are men who
say, “How unhappy I am in this body”, and think of death as
an escape! But after death you have the same vital surroundings
and are in danger from the same forces that are the cause of
your misery in this life. The dissolution of the body forces you
out into the open spaces of the vital world. And you have no
longer a defence; there is not the physical body any longer to
rush back to for safety.

It is here upon earth, in the body itself, that you must ac-
quire a complete knowledge and learn to use a full and complete
power. Only when you have done that will you be free to move
about with entire security in all the worlds. Only when you
are incapable of having the slightest fear, when you remain
unmoved, for example, in the midst of the worst nightmare,
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